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 Be able to sketch a typical cell survival curve 
with variable parameters

 Define the key characteristics of survival curves

 Apply different mathematical models to fit and 
interpret cell survival curves

 Use cell survival data to predict tumour control 
probability



Quick review
 Cell and DNA structure
 Radiation effects on cells ( DNA damage)

Cell survival curves
Definition, measurements, interpretations

Explanation and modeling of survival curves
 Target Theory
 Linear quadratic model (dual radiation action)
 Biophysical models (repair models)

Tumour control probability (TCP)

 Calculations from survival data



Ionize and Excite Atoms

Radiolysis of H2O

Produce chemical radicals

Induce DNA damage

Cell Transformation Mutation Death

Organ Carcinogeneis Mutagenesis Necrosis/Apoptosis

Direct

Effects

Indirect 

Effects

You were Here

My Famous Flow Chart



 Physics (10-18 sec)
 photoelectric, Compton effects, etc.

 Fast electrons in motion

 Radiation Chemistry (10-6 sec)
 Ionization of H2O 

 DNA damage

 Radiation Biology ( > 105 sec)
 cell survival

 “4 R’s” of  radiobiology
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 Physics (fm)

 photoelectric, Compton effects

 electrons in motion

 Radiation Chemistry (nm)

 Ionization of H2O 

 DNA damage

 Radiation Biology( >m)

 cell survival

 “4 R’s” of  radiobiology

 Pathology and Physiology (cm to m) 

 organ, whole body, progeny
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The DNA contains the 

genetic information needed 

for the replication and the 

functioning of cells.

The loss or modification of 

some specific genes may 

lead to the loss of specific 

functions essential to cell 

survival

DNA is the part of a cell most 

susceptible to radiation damage



 DNA is sensitive to many types of chemical damage
 Why not to radiation-induced radicals ?

 Micro-Irradiation of cell nucleus (alone) kills cells
 micro-irradiation of cytoplasm is fare less effective

 Assays of DNA and chromosomes show clear damage

 Cell killing correlates with some types of chromosome 
aberrations
 cell survival correlates with absence of such aberrations

 IUdR/BUdR experiments – DNA Base manipulation 
 Auger electrons within DNA space enhances damage

 LET of radiation plays a role in “compacting” energy into DNA 

 Computer simulations of radiation physics (tracks), chemistry, 
DNA damage predict experimental data



SSB‟s and DSB‟s

10 base pairs

E. J. Hall and A. J. Giaccia. Radiobiology for the radiobiologist





E. J. Hall and A. J. Giaccia. Radiobiology for the radiobiologist



Ionize and Excite Atoms

Radiolysis of H2O

Produce chemical radicals

Induce DNA damage

Cell Transformation Mutation Death

Organ Carcinogeneis Mutagenesis Necrosis/Apoptosis

Direct

Effects

Indirect 

Effects

You are now Here

Flow Chart



Proliferating cells (stem cells and in-vitro), 

Death = loss of reproductive ability 

(cells loose the ability to exhibit unlimited cell division)

Non-proliferating cells (differentiated cells)

Death = loss of specific function 

(interphase death)



 Mitotic death: death of cells while attempting 

to divide. (Dominant after radiation, 2 Gy)

 Apoptosis (programmed cell death): 

programmed sequence of events controlled by 

specific genes. Part of the normal process. 

 Other mechanisms: necrosis, senescence,...



In-Vitro Definition:

 The ability of a single cell to expand into a 
population of cells through repeated cell 
divisions and surpass the arbitrary colony size 
limit (e.g.  50 cells).
 ~ 6 full generations of descendents

Definition can vary according  to the end point 
of the assay (e.g. in vivo tumour size)



 A survival curve describes the relationship 
between the radiation dose (x-axis) and the 
fraction of cells (S) (y-axis) that survive that 
dose level.
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 A survival curve describes the relationship between the 
surviving fraction of cells (fraction of cells that maintain 
their reproductive integrity) and the dose of “insult”

W. K. Weyrather, G. Kraft. RBE of carbon ions: Experimental data and the strategy of RBE calculation for treatment 

planning, Radiother Oncol. 2004 Dec;73 Suppl 2:S161-9. 



Clonogenic assays



Remove cells from the tumor (or any tissue), place them in a defined growth 
environment, and test their ability to produce a viable  colony of descendents 

• Start with actively growing culture of cells. (1)

• Prepare single cell suspension by adding trypsin (enzyme) to detach cells 

from the surface of the flask. (2)

• Count the number of cells per unit volume. (2)

• Seed a known number of cells into new Petri dishes. 

• Flasks are irradiated at different doses, including a control with no dose. (3)

• Incubate for 1-2 weeks to allow colony formation. Each single cell may 

divide several times and ultimately form a macroscopic colony that can be 

counted if it exceeds a threshold size. (4)

• Count colonies containing ≥ 50 cells (5-6 generations of proliferation) (5)



(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Actively growing culture of cells.

• Prepare single cell suspension by 

adding trypsin (enzyme) to detach 

cells from the surface of the flask.

• Count the number of cells per unit 

volume.

Seed a known number of cells into new

Petri dishes. Some flasks are irradiated

at different doses and others are used

as control.

Allow for growth. Each single cell

may divide several times and

ultimately form a macroscopic colony

that can be counted.

Count colonies containing ≥ 50 cells 

(5-6 generations of proliferation)



In-Vitro Colonies are “spots” of Specified Size



Colonies obtained with Chinese hamster cells cultured in vitro. 

A: In this unirradiated control dish, 100 cells were seeded and allowed to grow for 7 days before being stained. 

There are 70 colonies; therefore, the plating efficiency is 70/100, or 70%. 

B: Two thousand cells were seeded and then exposed to 8 Gy of x-rays. There are 32 colonies on the dish. Thus:

Surviving fraction = Colonies counted/[Cells seeded × (PE/100)]

= 32/(2,000 × 0.7) = 0.023



seededcellsofNumber

ZeroDosecountedcoloniesofNumber
PEEfficiencyPlating

   

)(@   
100 

Ideal case:

If we seed 100 cells (not irradiated) into each dish, how many colonies should we expect?

100 ???

Cells can die for several reasons (independent on radiation): 

growth medium, damage and stress during trypsinization,….

“Plating efficiency” is a coefficient that accounts for this extraneous effect  

In practice, we don‟t measure a 100% growth efficiency.

Not all cells plated out will form colonies.



Seed different dishes with different number of starting cells exposed 

to a range of radiation

The survival fraction as a function of dose is given by:

)100/( C

 
)(

PEseededells

countedColonies
DSF




NOTE: Number of starting cells seeded per dish  needs to be 

adjusted so that a countable number of colonies is obtained 

with statistical significance.



What is the plating efficiency?

What is the surviving fraction?

90%



Sensitivity of cells

1. Effects at very low survival levels can be shown and compared.

2. The cure of a tumor requires many orders of magnitude of cell killing.

3. If cell kill is the result of a single-hit radiation event, then survival will be exponential 

function of dose

Linear Logarithmic

Cell survival against

dose is graphically

represented by plotting

the surviving fraction

S(D) on a logarithmic

scale on the ordinate

against dose D on a

linear scale on the

abscissa.

Why a logarithmic scale?

LD50

Handbook of radiotherapy physics: theory and practice

LD50

LD90



 measurement of LET effects

relative biological effectiveness (same cell line, different radiations)

► Densely irradiated cells (high LET):

Exponential function of dose

►Sparsely irradiated cells (low LET):

Initial slope followed by a shoulder  

region and a straight line at high doses



 Compare sensitivities of different or altered cell lines (same radiation source) 

oxic

hypoxic

D

D
OER 

with

without

D

D
SER 

Example: investigate the effect of oxygenation.

The response of cells to ionizing radiation is

strongly dependent upon oxygen.

OER: oxygen enhancement ratio = ratio of the

radiation dose in hypoxia to dose in air needed to

achieve the same biological effect

Doxic Dhypixi

c

 measurement of effects of radio-sensitizers/ protectors (same radiation) 

SER: Sensitizer Enhancement Ratio
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 Survival (or clonogenic) assays examine the effect of radiation (or 
drugs) on the ability of a cell to proliferate.

 Thus - survival is defined as the ability of a cell to retain long term 
proliferative potential.

 Conversely cell killing is regarded as inhibition of proliferative 
potential. It may or may not result in cell death (i.e. lysis) and 
removal from the population.

 Following low doses of irradiation (< 15-20 Gy single dose) many 
cells do not show morphological evidence of damage unless they 
attempt mitosis. 

 At higher doses cells may die in interphase (usually by apoptosis)

 Exceptions include lymphocytes, spermatocytes, oocytes, 
endothelial cells which undergo apoptosis following lower doses 
(1-2 Gy for lymphocytes)

R. Hill, PMH



Cells tend to be more radiosensitive if they 

have some key properties:

• High division rate (Proliferation).

• Long dividing future (Longevity).

• Undifferentiated type (Young, Stem).

• High metabolic rate (Active).

• Access to nutrition.

“The radiosensitivity of a tissue is directly proportional to its 

reproductive capacity and inversely proportional to its degree of 

differentiation” 1906



 Radiosensitive Tissues:

 Germinal cells of the ovary and testis.

 Haematopoietic tissues: red bone marrow, 
spleen, lymph nodes and thymus.

 Epithelium of the skin.

 Epithelium of the GIT.

 Radioresistant Tissues:

• Bone           Liver          Kidney

• Cartilage   Muscle      Nervous System 



This plot clearly 

corelates the number 

of unstable CA (n) and 

cell survival (S)

S = Exp (-n)
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RECAP on Linear Quadratic (LQ) Model

1 solo track

2 cooperating

tracks

α – Initial slope at low Dose

susceptibility to single-track damage 

β – Adds curvature to the final slope (larger Dose)

susceptibility to dual-track damage.

affected by dose rate and interim chromosome Repair

α/β – Dose at which the two cell-killing effects are equal.

Measure of “Insensitivity” to dose fractionation/rate scheme

2

)( DDeDS  

S
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α/β ≈ 10Gy for Tumour Cells;  α/β ≈ 3Gy for Normal Cells - curvier

Advantage: Only a couple of parameters to fit

Disadvantage: Continuous downturn does not fit experimental data at large D

LQ Parameters

2

)( DDeDS  

 There are two components to cell kill by radiation: linear and quadratic.

  describes the initial slope. 

  is a smaller constant describing the quadratic component.

 / gives the dose at which the linear and quadratic components are equal



High /: ~10

Low /: mostly ~3





The alfa and beta of tumours: a review of parameters of the linear-quadratic model, derived from 
clinical radiotherapy studies. van Leeuwen et al. Radiation Oncology (2018) 13:96



Big α

Small β

Small α

Big β
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α/β = 10 α/β = 3

Nail Bounces BackNail Stays In
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Idealized model:

 No variability between tumours and between patients, no host 

response (e.g. immunology, inflammation) against residual cancer 

cells.

 Tumor control is achieved when the last clonogenic cell is sterilized.

 Poisson statistics apply: 

meTCP 

Objective of radiation therapy:

Eradicate the tumor without causing complications in the normal tissue 

We need to understand:

►The effect of varying tumor characteristics on outcome (radiosensitivity, heterogeneity,…).

► The effect of different treatment modalities on outcome (prescribed dose, fractionation,…. )

Example: investigate the therapeutic advantage of increasing dose

TCP models are used to make outcome predictions and to optimize treatment 

plans based on biological models

How does m relate to our previous sections?

m: mean number of clonogenic cells that survive the treatment.
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 For a “cure”, we need  cell survival to be <<<1 cell

 What is the probability of this occurring ? TCP

N0

ln S

Dose

100

Chance of Cure
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 Dose response curve is sigmoidal in shape. 

 At lower doses,  the curve is shallow and there is only a slow 
increase in the effects with radiation dose. 

 The steepness reaches a max at 50% (0.5) response.

 The same is true at high doses (saturation).

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/Sigmoid_curve_for_an_autocatalytical_reaction.JPG

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/Sigmoid_curve_for_an_autocatalytical_reaction.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/Sigmoid_curve_for_an_autocatalytical_reaction.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/Sigmoid_curve_for_an_autocatalytical_reaction.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/Sigmoid_curve_for_an_autocatalytical_reaction.JPG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/98/Sigmoid_curve_for_an_autocatalytical_reaction.JPG
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Multi-Fraction Cell Survival Curves: Dose Fractionation –

Assignment #2

Figure 3.9

α – Initial linear slope at small D

Greater for tumours

Early-reacting tissue

β – Curviness parameter

Greater for Normal Tissue

Late-reacting tissue 

α/β = 10 for Tumours (typical)

α bigger, β smaller

=   3 for Normal Tissue

α smaller, β bigger

This differential in , plus the ability to give 

a lower Dose per fraction to Normal 

Tissues vs Tumour, yields the therapeutic 

advantage. 

More

Fractions



 Double Strand DNA breaks lead to a break in 
chromosome “arms”/”legs”

 Pairs of chromosome breaks lead to re-
arrangements that can be stable (cell 
transformation) or unstable (cell death)

 Cell survival curves provide insight into the 
effects of radiation ± drugs

 The Linear Quadartic (LQ) Model links 
chromosome damage to cell survival nicely !
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Target theory models: Physics

 Single-Hit Multi-target model

 Linear quadratic model (Dual Action)

Biophysical models: Biology

 include bioprocesses (4Rs)

 e.g. DNA repair

► Understand and  explain the shape of survival curves

► Predict survival for exposure situations for which no data are available

Why do we need mathematical models?

Two types of mathematical models have been developed:



 Assumptions:
 ≥1 sensitive volume in a cell

 Identical sensitivity

 A “Hit” causes cell inactivation

 A Hit is a physical event in a sensitive volume  (e.g. DNA space in 
nucleus)

 Method:  
Cell Death is due to the discrete and random nature of radiation

Track Statistics

Binomial 

Distribution 

Of „Hits‟

Following 

N „trials‟

Poisson 

Distribution 

If Probability of 

“hits” is small, 

And the # of 

trials is

Large.

Packets of

Energy Along

Track (~10‟s eV)

Direct

Action

Indirect

Action



Tracks and Lethal Lesions for different LET Radiation and Volumes
L
E

T

cm‟s
nm‟s



DNA damage depends on the “intersection” of 
chromatin structure and the radiation track structure.

D. T. Goodhead. Mechanisms for the biological effectiveness of 

high-LET radiations. J. Radiat. Res., 40: Suppl., 1-13 (1999).
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Assumptions:

1. Sensitive volumes (targets) are uniformly distributed within the cell nucleus

2. Targets have identical sensitivity to radiation damage

3. A hit in a given number of targets causes cell inactivation

A “Hit” is defined as a physical event (energy transfers) in a sensitive target volume

leading for instance to the inactivation of a gene critical to cell survival

Kellerer A. and Rossi. A generalized formulation of dual radiation action. Radiat. Res. 75, 471-488 (1978)

Nucleus

Energy transfer

Events

Cell

Target
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DNe 

► Consider an exposure of a tissue to a given type of radiation. D  [Gy] is the dose.

►The exposure yields N  “energy deposition events” per unit volume and unit dose 

[ions/cm3] :     density of “events”

G

S

Vineventsof

Vineventsof
p

   #

   #


The targets are uniformly distributed. The probability to “hit” a target is:

VG:  is a “gross” volume of interest 

• e.g. the volume of the cell

G

S

Ge

S

V

V

V

V
p 

 

 e





What is the chance that a sensitive volume in the cell is hit “h” times?

The number of events in the cell (Trials) is ρeVG

If the target is hit “h” times, then it is missed (ρeVG - h) times.

Assuming independent events, the chance of getting hit exactly “h” times, in any order, 

is:

Binomial Distribution
)!(!

!
)1(

hVh

V
ppP

Ge

GehVh

h
Ge
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Assume that cell death can be caused if a single target is hit just once.

 Cell survival is only possible when the sensitive volume (target) cell 

is NOT hit (set h=0) at all.

Therefore:

Case of Single Target, Single Hit

)]1ln(exp[]])1exp[ln[(

)1(
)!0(!0

!
)1(

00

0

pVpS

p
V

V
ppPS

Ge

V

V

Ge

GeV

Ge

GeGe



















For small values of p (use Taylor Expansion)

0/ DDKDDNV
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eeeS

eS

S
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If you measure K or D0, can estimate the size of the target volume VS

Consider a sample irradiation

1cGy = 10-2J/kg = 10-2mJ/g = 6.2x1013eV/g

An average ionization event  ~30eV

N = 2 x 1012 [ionizations /gram per cGy]

ρ = 2 x 1012 D [ionizations /gram]

If we assume 109 cells/gram  and ~6μm cell radius

N’  = 2000 ionizations/cell per cGy

Dose=1cGy

2000 Ionizations in cell !

x
x

x

x
xx

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x xx

x
x x

xx
x

x
x

x
x

x x

Example

Survival curves (Experimental data)  K  Then VS= K / N’

0/ DDKD eeS
 

What is the biophysical interpretation of K ?

Expected average number of hits in the cell per unit dose 
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Alternatively, for rare events and many trials, you can use Poisson statistics 

where the probability of “h” hits is given by:

Ph

h=0 h

!h

eh
P

hh

h





Note: If h = 1   (i.e. average of 1 hit/target)

Then: S = e-1 = 0.37

= e-Do/Do   -> 1 hit/target on average when D = Do 

h Expected number of hits= K x D = D/D0

hePS  0
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ln S

Dose

e-kD

?

Multi-target single-hit  theory:

multiple targets must be hit a least once in order 

to induce cell inactivation

How do we go from exponential curve to an observed curve?
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Single Hit of Multiple Targets

The probability of a target not being hit is equivalent to the single target/single 

hit survival.

S = e-kD

Therefore, the probability of being hit is: 1-e-kD

And the probability of all “n” targets being hit is: (1-e-kD)n

Therefore, survival is the probability of NOT all targets being hit:

S = 1-(1-e-kD)n

S = ne-kD

Therefore:

ln S = ln n –kD

Disadvantage: predicts zero initial slope, which is not observed.

For large D

Intercept    Slope

n targets hit  1 cell kill
x

x
x

x

x

ln S

Dose

n
n is the # of

targets
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0/ DD
eS




Target theory: Summary of Parameters

Single hit, single target 
nDD

eS )1(1 0/


Single hit, multiple targets 

The multi-target single-hit model describes the slop of the survival curve by: 

D0 characteristic dose (mean lethal dose): reduces the population of cells from Ncells to 

0.37Ncells (1/e) on parts of the survival curve that are exponential. 

D0  dose required to deliver one inactivating event (on average) per cell.

Extrapolation number n: extrapolated point of intersection of the final slope onto

the log survival axis 

0/ DD
neS


 for Large D
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Linking the Parameters

Dq: quasi-threshold dose is obtained as the offset at intersection of 

S0 line with the final slope line (Do) .

For D >> Dq, 

The shoulder portion can be described either by the 

extrapolation number (n targets) or the quasi-threshold, Dq.

)ln(0 nDDq 

0/)( DDqD
eS
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DNA repair term added to single-hit, single-target model

S = e-D/Do e+ro[1-e(-D/r)]

kill repair

r0 = maximal survival gain due to repair (saturation)

r   = repair “rate” constant
r0

Dose

Dose

Dose

ln S

ln S

Repair

=

+
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Back to Linear Quadratic (LQ) Model

1 track

2 tracks

FIGURE 3.5 • Relationship between chromosome aberrations and

cell survival. Cells that suffer exchange-type chromosome

aberrations (such as dicentrics) are unable to survive and continue

to divide indefinitely. The survival curve bends if the quadratic

component dominates as the dose increases

FIGURE 2.11 • The frequency of chromosomal

aberrations (dicentrics and rings) is a linear-

quadratic function of dose because the

aberrations are the consequence of the

interaction of two separate chromosome breaks

(a pair of DSBs). At low doses, both breaks may

be caused by the same electron; the probability

of an exchange aberration is proportional to

dose (D). At higher doses, the two chromosome

breaks are more likely to be caused by separate

electron tracks. The probability of an exchange

aberration is proportional to the square of the

dose (D2).

Dicentric

saberrationlethalofeS __#
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Basic Concept :

Two energy deposition events are involved.

A sublesion is produced by one energy deposit.

A pair of sublesions could interact to produce a lesion - if within a given
permissible distance for interaction

The yield of sublesions is proportional to D

The yield of lesions is proportional to D2

More Refined Models:

More specific definitions of “sublesion” and “lesion” (observables)

The interactions of sublesions related to temporal and spatial energy
distributions (distance models). It’s all a complex matter of “space and time”

 Compound dual radiation action theory

Original Dual Action Idea
(Lea, Action of Radiation on living cells)

2

)( DDeDS  

Two uncorrelated track events

Close in time-space

Single track event
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Reality is:

All models except the single-hit, single-target fit the 

experimental data reasonably well within error bars.  

The biological data are not sufficiently precise nor are the 

predictive theoretical curves sufficiently different to allow the 

selection of a „CORRECT‟ model. It is curve-fitting !

They do not directly and uniquely identify the underlying 

physical or biological mechanisms !

Mathematical Models
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Cell Survival Curves can be measured

For mammalian cells, the curves are not simply exponential

The LQ Model fits most observation very well

- lethal unstable chromosome yield linked to

- cell survival (on semi-log plot)

Underlying cell killing actions are described by target statistics 

and dual action theories

- sublesions, lesions

- what are these biological entities ?

Tumour control can be predicted from cell survival 

(if cell parameters are known in vivo !)
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